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Preface

Communication Methods for the Hear I Im aired is a collection of
12 papers selected from those presented at the Fifth Congress of the World
Federation of the Deaf; Warsaw, 1967. These papers were collected and
compiled by the Alexander Craham Bell Association for the Deaf, Washing-
ton, D. C. Other collections of papers from the Congress have been
compiled and are available from the ERIC Document Reproduction Service.
Other collections announced in this issue of Jearch in Education may
be found by consulting the Institution Index under World Federation of the
Deaf or the Subject Index under aurally handicapped. Titles of these
other collections are:

Cultural Activities for the Deaf
Diagnosis of Hearing Loss
Education for the Hearing Impaired (Auditorily Impaired)
Psychology of Deafness
Rehabilitation of Hearing
Sociological Aspects of Deafness
Training and Qualifications (Teachers and Workers for the Deaf)
The Very Young Bbaring-Impaired Child
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INFLUFNCE. OF IMPEDIMENTS IN HEARING ON

DEVELOPPENT OF SPEECH IN CHILD= WITE

CLEFT PALATE.

.111.=111.

/A Paper/

Disorders in hearing among children with congenital cleft

palate follow most fequently repeated inflammations of

Eustachian tube and internal ear. These inflamoations

cause ;ethological changes in conductive and receiving

parts of atmlitory organs.

'Frequency of hearing disorders in children with cleft

palates are dealt with in works by Mitrynowicz-Modrzejew-

ska and other authors /4$ 5, 8/; such disorders ocOnr

amomg 70-80 % afflicted with this defect. Decrease of bear-

ing concerns primarily te pitch of sounds corresponding

to the pitch of consonants mostly distorted by those

children. Our and other authors'experience shows thqt those

hearing disorders deteriorate in essential way the capacity

of hearing and differentiating of spoken sounds, ability

of auditory perception and the degree of nemorizing indivi-

dual sounds

Itepase of the,gaml

Surgical Rehabilitation Sanatorium for Children at Kon-



stancin has a ward for improving speech for tho children
with cleft palate after being owated in Warsaw surgical

clinics1Surgical Clinic of Mother and Child/ Institute

and Surgical Clinic for Children of Warsaw Medical

Academy.. ,

ft

Having some material of our own we decided toexamine the

degree of hearing in children being treated in the

Sanatorium and to ascertain eventual influence of hearing

deterioration upon the development of their speech and

the results of.its improvement. The.children presently

staying in the Sanatorium.were examined without 'any

selection of cases.

In particular we wanted to state:

1/ Whether the development of speech in the children with

impaired hearing is consideadbly lower than among
other children with cleft palates.

2/ Whether tha children with impaired,hearing admitted
to Sanatorium had inferior understands:W.11.V of speech
and worse articulation of consonants than other child-
ren with cleft palates.

3/ %tether essential differences exist in xesults

improving speech between the two examined groule of
children.

Analy4s, of Material*

The examinations were conducted among 95 children with

cleft palates in the age range of 7 - 14 years* All tho

children underwent already a plastic surgery of palates

/72 children had plastic surgery of primary and secondary

palate and 23 children only tif the secondary/. The

lapse of time from the operation lasted from 3 weeks to



10 years, the great majority was operated quite recently

/to Sanatorium children are mostly sent immediately after

surgical treatment/. From among examined children two

separate groups were selected:

Group A included 73 children at the first examination did

not show considerable impairment of hearing.

Group B included 20 children with marked deterioration
A

of hearing
1/

/as a rule they suffered from repeated in-

flammations of internal ear/. The improving treatment of

both Groups was conducted according to recommendations of

Whrsaw phoniatric school /310

kverage period of improvement lasted in Sanatorium. 3
months.

In Group B maily special methods of rehabilitation were
applied depending upon the degree of impairment of the
auditory organ.

Methods of stating...de:maps of splegLIBEI. hearing...

In order to assure as objective estimate of degree of hear-
ing defects in children-as possible a standard scheme of

phoniatric examination was introduced. in our Sanatorium.

They consist of three essential parts: logopedic, audiolo-
gid and psychological.

elliNwrommismeassawameams

1/ Audiologic Classifications /1,5/ consider unilateral

hearing loseesabove 50 db., bilateral'above 30 db, as

insignificant unilateral above 25 db. and bilateral

above 15 db. In children with cleft palates tbese clas

sifications include only frequencies corresponding to

speech.

_



A. Ecsaget.a...c,wt-exinat.am

Develovment of linguistic farm

a/ amount of vocabulary in relation,to development

standards /results are being obtained by means of

reproduction a heard text and a dia1ogue44

b/ correct grammar shown by applying in speech declenmo

sio341 and conjugative inflections,

correct syntax of mastered linguistical forms

/rich or poor sentences, strutture and order in
sentence parts/.

245 Defects of articulation and sound.

a/ characteristic for every case defects of articula-

tion /emission, distortion, substitution/ disCove,m

red by,means of showing pictures, repetition, wri-

ting and reading /raczmarek questionnaire/.

b/ features oi patient"s voice - degree of nasAlity,

control over four characteristics of sound

B. Audiolgag.1241L.T.mcallm210.0.JANLIALL
1 Examinat4pon of phonoreception

a/ examination of auditogy sensitiveness by means of

filtered bands of percussion sounds;

b/ examination of auditory sensetiveness on four charm.

racteristics of sound /rythm, intensity, colour,

pitch/ by means of yercusaion instruments.
1.

2. Examination of audibility of speech

a/ application of a list of phonetically balanced

words and making a diagram of audibility of speech;

b/ etamination of auditory differentiation /list of

one-syllable words of similar sound/ by means of
showing pictures illustrating corresponding name



examination (of memorizing capacity auditory patterns
,tbhiS is examined by asking the patient to repeat after

some tine separate words or sentences without being

significantly connected/.

C. Ps cholt
It includes examination of intellectual functions and

emotional sphere by means of tests and observation of

the child,

Results of examination.

The results of conducted examinations are shown on follow-

ing tables:

siab Devolopment of speech among children with

cleft palates. Age:. 7 - 10 years.

Group

A

total

1 2 3 5

15 24.

4.

Total 11 18 26

Ile

SNP

56

10

66

5-degree scale of estimate was used, namely: 1 - very poor

development of speech, 2-poor; 3-a little below standard

norm; 4-standard for age; 5-above norm.



Table No. 2 Develoyment oi speech among children with

cleft palates. Age: 11 - 14 years.

INNININ

Group stimate in -de ee scale
Total

1 2 3 4 5

A 1 7 7 3 1 19

B 3 5 2 a.. 4-
. 10

....

Total 4 12 9 3 1 29

Table No. L. Understandability of children's speech

before improvement in Sanatorium.

Group Total
1 2 3 4 7-5-

A 16 37 22

eimiimmommlImmorlonilmlilMmlemmOorilftimiarmemosammalmol.

OW OW

11 6 3 NIS

APONIMORPOLIIMININWOOMM.

ON&

Total

orwassirsrwal.....

27 43 25

1.1114110111IMMelIMMINOMOIMIINIMMIMION.1

4111111

75

20

95

Estimates included in the above scale mean: 1 sper,ch to-
tally incomprehensible for environment, 2-speech hardly
understo04, 3.Aspeech understood, 1-many,errors in articups
lation oftconsonants, 4-speech well understood, 54roper



understanding of speech.

Table No. 4 Understanding of speech among children after

-14eovement *n Sanatorium.

amemommwswimerpormoMnamomsimmpow

Group

A

2 3 4 5
4111ms Tot-al

4 36 'a. 10 75

9 H. 20

Total 3 7 41 33 11 95

Table No. Results of speech improvement

n,, Lack of Improvement Improvement Improvement
bsv improvement of 1 degree of 2 degree of 3 degree

4111111111rmilwr 010611M1111.011 I MI IN I M

A 4
ioilmsswitiowassammms.ss

40 28 3

4

NIM011111011111111111.4.01101MINIIMIr.

Total 8

Discussion.

In order to estimate whether relevant differences really

exist between both examined groups of children necessity

arose to make statistical analysis of the results*

To state if the development of speech results among children

shown on Tables 1 and 2 and being aidverse for children with

considerable losses of hearing are statistically significant

- they underwent analysis by test Chi. In the analysis'

411Wg.!. 111111111/1

4 8 4

44 36



principle presented by GUiliford /2.1
consideration pertaining to procedure in case if expected

value in any class is lower than 10. Value obtained

P = 0.06.

Similar method of analysing results contained in Table

No..3 was used. Value obtained I" = 0.05.

Comparing data in column A of Table No. 4 with those'in

column 1 of Table Nr. 3, we see that only 4 children did

not show a positive result of treatment. There is a

very slight.probability that such tables be purely ac-

cidental, lower than 1 : 1000. Comparison of data inclu-

ded in columns B in both Tables leads to similar con-

clusion. Statistical justificetion is however difficult

because the quantities are too small in particular ,

columns. To answer the question if significant differences

exist in the results of improvement in Groups A and B

of children /presented in Taple No. 5/ also a statisti-

cal analysis b7 means of test Chi2 was made.

It has shown casualness of dbtained disposition. One

might think that the results of improvement did not deem)

pend upon the defect of auditory organ. Analysis'howe-

ver, does not take under condideration the length of

time during which the children stayed in Sanatorium and

intensity of conducted exercises. Both those values

for children belonging to Group B were considerably highur

er. ,
The results of investigations permitted to draw fol-

lowing conclusions:

1. Development pf Speech among children with cleft pala-

tes with accompanying serious defect of hearing is

smaller than in other children with cleft palates.

2. Children with cleft palates connected with hearing deav

feats admitted in Sanatorium used speech which:was her-
.

der understandable for the environment than other child-

ren with the same affliction.



Improving treatment raised the degree of understand-

ability of speech in considerable majority of children

belonging to both examined groups and this improvement

was often very high. Significant differences of im.

provement of speech results has not been found in

both examined Groups, but that might have been'caused

by a too small number of cases.
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INVESTIG&TION ON LIP REDING IN DEA.?
/The paper/

-Gepting _in touch among hearing people and the more
among the deaf-by means.of oral speech is a most complica-t,
ted phenomenon; Deafnes.s not only makes difficult the,.
mastering of the technique of speaking but it also forces
deaf people-to master the skill of lip reading(' Without- the
latter. .the deaf have no possibility of mutual current con-
bact_with,_ hearing people". They become most isolated from
the community& Therefore0 the study of speaking and the one
e lip reading plays such an tmportant role the life of
deaf;

.The elaboration of right methods and ways of teaching
the deaf to use the speech is conditioned by previously
performed investigations in this field;

This paper presents the results of investigations only
on the way of lip reading by the deaf:

In Poland and over the whole world the teaching of
children in speMial schools wAich are destined for them; is
commonly applied& Recently°. besides this system.of- education
there appears still more often the system e teaching deaf
children together with the hearing in normal schools; Finally°
there are adult deaf working professionally among:the hearing;
Some of these deaf were taught in special sc4hcols° others in
normal schools&

The following categories of deaf children and adult
were investigateds



r TN, Fry rrr

1/ deaf children-learning in special schoolsand

living 'in boarding houses;

2/ deaf .children learning in "special schools and

living at home among hearing people;

3/ deaf children learning in normal schools, together

. with bearing children9 and living at home;

4/ deaf adult graduate from special schools; "proftssio-

nally waeking and living among hearing people;

5/ deaf adult who learned in normal schools together

with hearing childrenv and who are now living among

l*taring people*

In the process of investigation the idea was tos

11 determine the way of lip reading in separate IronPs

of zhildren.and adult; .

a/ determine the differences appearing in the way of

111) reading;

31 ascertain which way of teaching results in better

mastering of.lip reading - in special schools or

in normal ones0_

Prom each of the above mentioned groups 10 persons
were chosen9 the .ones whose capacity of lip reading was

the besto Children from special schools were chosen h7

the teachersg adult deaf - by District Delegates of the

AssoCiation of Deaf; and only ont of the selected deaf

10.best-candidates have been chosen in every group by

meems of speaial examinations*. This choice of children

from normal schools was more limited and these_children

were nap always those who had the best capacity of 1*

reading;

The chosen children mead from-the lips of the same

person and wrote on a sheet of paper 5 .easy sentenceso .

then they wrote in a phangedsuccessiveness words comprised

in these sentences9 next syllables; and_finally each of

them repeated the letters several.' timeso- -

The sentences read by adult deaf were significantly

more diffiaulto

:Or



. 3
People who get in touch by means of oral speech use

sentenceso Words and especially letters and syllables are

of leas importance for themo Thereftre9 the analysis of

the results has been started with discussing the ability

of reading.sentenceso While discussing I bave considered

the mean results for each groupp as well'as the best and

the worse results in separate groups*

Table 1

Children from Childro, rom Ldult deaf
special schools normal soh; after sthbol

boardo. home ...

house
-.speco- norm()

Mean results

/in a group/
sena*

4% 6% 225 3% 649;

8 37%

Best results . 40%xl 4W4 60%4 WW1
/individual/ 20%4

-sense 600Xxl 60%4

Worse.results QPix3 0%4 20%4

/individual/ 0%x8 Oft8

senso W2 11.0%4

1/ It results from the first three columns that the

capacity of lip reading in deaf children learning in .

special schools and living in boarding houses .is the worste

it is.better in children living at hump and the best in

children learning in normal schools together with.hearing

children atd_ltving with bearing people_too: This means

that the-correctnes.of lip reading of sentences increases

in-children together with learbing in schools if sudh an

organization of teaching and education process is, applied

that provides a better contact of the deaf with the 4ear-

ingo Therefore; the teadhing of deaf children together

with.the hearing ones gtwes the best resultso. It is signi-

ficant that the eseryday influence of the speaking environ

ment on deaf children is of greater importance than teching
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by experts in special schools, as deaf children living in

family homes and attending normal schools; where teachers

are not experts; kttow better the lip reading than those

attending special schools where experts; especially trained

teachers and tutors are working;

2/ It ipsults from the comparison of two last columns

tilat.the adult deaf graduate from normal schools, if being

permanently among hearing people, know better the lip

reading than adult graduate from special schools, being

under.the same (Loilditions; 4. very big difference which

then aPpears once more and still more; enhances the

edvantage.of deaf dhildren learning in normal schools

together with the hearing; as compared with the system of

separate special.schools:

. 3/ The comparison of column 4 mith 1 and 20 and column

5-with*3 shows thet.the adult deaf, being permanently. .

together with the hearing, as a rule, master the lip reading

better than tbe children who learn inAschools.-0 This means

that in the_coUrse of a continuous.sta7 of deaf.among the__

hearing improves their abi/ity of lip reading independently

it which schools the_deaf had been formerly taught

It.this-respect; the advantageous influence of the

environment of the bearing will be still greater .if we

add that deaf pupils who leave the school as speaking and

lip reading children; After several years of stay among

the deaf using gesture language, they ftrget their skill

and start using the gesture.languageo. -

In the process of understanding not only sentences -

appear, but words, syllab3:es and letters too* The arran

gement of these elements in speech of the examined cate

gories of deaf is interesting ftr the organization and

methods of teaahingo

The'arrangement Gf apeed# elements in separate categoties

based on the @amputation of mean results in groupso



5

Table 2
airimiedirOm.C3.
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is occupied by the sktll of sentence reading in deaf children

learning in special schools and living fn boardl.ng .houses; -

Somehow nearer place - in one table - the fourth in another -

the third9 is occupied by sentence reading in children

learning in special schools but living in their family houses9

and in children attending normal schools tind4inally9:the-

place that is most close to the right arrangement.is in one

table on .the second9 and in the other on the third place in

aclu;t graduate.fram special schools9.but being now together_

with the .hearing0-. This feat /among others/ means that, during

the teaching of lip'reading in schools9 patticularly in

special.schoolsvtoo great an attention is being dreWn to .

the.teaching of letters and word reading9 and-too little one

to got in toudh by means .of using.full sentences;.

2/ When analysing i4 turn mzre exactly the data compri-
.

sed in both taples in columns 29 3 and 49 we ascertain,that

t4e gradual growth of the skill of reading sentences by

the examined children groups is accompanied only by

gradual growth of the skill of reading words with a_ladk _-

of improvement of the capacity to read lettevs and syl101es;

3/ In turn9 most interesting is the comparison of the

degree.of the skill to read the cited special elements-

by a deaf person9. the best one was chosen ftam ammng all

the examined Who understood the speech; It appeared that

she read errorless all ANA/ sentences; but at the same

time could not read correctly 20A of woids appearing in

the sentences she read9 53% of letters and as much as 64A

of.syllables /Table 3.iy column 6/0. This surely proons.that

speecil understanding .-correct teading of sentences depondEv

not only on the skill of worct.; lOter; or..syllable reading* -

Theremust be spill more factors whiax make possible a correct

sentence reading9correct speech understnding with a lack of

possibility of correct reading of words, letters and sylla

bless:, There is much to show that these elements ares .

notion development in deaf and their pod mastering of_the

mnther) language "spiiit"9 the searet of sentence constru*-

tion9 connectionA and dgpendenoes be6men egparat viru,da



7
which exist in these sentenceso Thep? there appears in the

deaf the phenamenon of a correct "guessing" of those words

which they cilnnot read frau the still changing lipso This

viewpoint is ascertained by the deaf themselves in their

statements.and it is proved by the.fact appearing in the

present investigations that relatively many.deaf read well

the content and tile sense of entire sentences but they

change within them.some words into others9 thus9 they cannot

read them correctly /See Table
Wben assembling.the existing9 however not complete

because of the lack of place9 considerations9 it should

be_stated that they explain in a certain .degree some.doubts

toncerning the lip reading Which appear in theory and in

practice of teaching deaf children; .They also supply some

additional elements to evaluate the system of deaf -childzen

education in_special schoolso

First of.a119 it results thats

. .1/ In gpite of numerous difficulties-it is possible

to reach-not only a correct understanding9 but even an

exact lip reading of.people who address the deaf()

2/ The essence of reading consists in sotetimes 14400,5

exact but mare often in a right9 as regards the content9

reading.of a logical whole like a sentence9 with.a simulta-

neous.ladkof the possibility of an errorless ward reading

and the more of letters and.syllableso

It results frail' theabove satd that a correct lip

reading depends not only on the quidkness of perception

which conditions a possibly errorless reading of words9

Iettero and syllables9 but also on notion developmentpon

the fund of the knowledge of the deaf and on the degree Of
4

the language knowledge in particular on the obligatory

logic of sentence construction and interbal connectionso-

Without these.elewuts it seems to be impossible to master

t.he skill of exact lip readingo

. It results from the above mentioned that in the

process of educatioh mcre attention than it has been

done up till now9 should be pai4 to the general develop-

ment of deaf and to get them acquainted, with the structure



of everyday language.* This requires the use of-full9

logically xppnstructed sentences while oeaking with the

deaf; and a raise of the level of their motion deTrelopment

as well*
3/ The considerations we did prove the existence of

big differences between the skill of deaf children learn-

iAs in special schools and the skill of thitse deaf who

attend.normal schools'es _This means not only the necessity

to reform the existing ways and methods-of education; but

it calls for a reform of the enO.re educational system,

for deaf in-special_schools0. This reform9 as it results

from the_abave presented investigations; should tend to . -

liquidate the deep isolation of deaf in ihe process of teachp

ing_and-eduaating9 tram the normal environment and the grea-

test possible inaluding them into the stream of the life of

the.hearl.ng: _Trials to provide fox deaf children a purpo-

sefully organized, pedagogic care are .of a special]. iralue(i--

And-this should.be done since tba moment deafness bad been

stated;- These children should be inoluded-for education

into norm01 schools among hearing children: _ _

The investigations showed that the study of lip,-

reading by the deaf takes place not only it their childhood

and youth; but in adult age .too; as well as in the course

of life and professional work:* _The results depend first of

all on the fact in which way the'deaf get in touch among.

themselves.in their surrounding* The deaf using t)ral speech

improve_thsir sklal of Itp reading; the on'$ ii4b. use gesture

language loose this skill; This should be.taken into consi-

deration when directing the deaf to professional work:

114.0ft.--;
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. SPEECa OF.THE DEAF

-/The.Paper/

t

Man's activity within society.depends above all,on.the

possibilities of his-aequiring the experience of past gene-

rations..He learns.this experienee.by entering into.social

life. Language is his main tool for getting knowledge of sur-

rounding reality silice it allow him to pass froi a conerete
4

and depletive way of thinking to an abstract one. Speech

plays the main role in'communica4on by means of language.

Participation of the deaf in social life is thus dependent

chiefly on their possibility of communicating with their en-

vironment.

Language is thebasie means of mutual commuilication aTong

people. For a deaf personll therefore, taking part in social

life is determined by his
sk4

illlin using it for this purpose.

Since speaking is the bqsio form of communication through

language the problem of its'distinetness plave a great part

in people's everyday life Even the most logically construe-
,

ted sentence and with most basic contents may be quite unintel-
, .1

ligible when.pronouncet wrongly.

The distinctness.of speech plays an essential role in direct

communication with other r4ople,and in understanding them.

I have chosen the factors influencing the distinctness of

the speech of the deaf as the most essential in the complex

problem of language.

Factors determining the distinctness of the speech of the

deaf will be disOussedlin connection with the results of the

examination of 672 deaf people who had finished primary and

vocational school.

1



The distinotñeisO± theit apeech was tested as follows.

The subjecti Were diVided into grOps of 84. The first

group consisted of 84 deaf childien aged from 14 to 15. All

of them 4ad finished an eight year elementaryschool and fol-

lowing the.curriculum in force in deaf schools they 'were ex-

pected to be able to communicate by means of speech.

The second group consiated of deaf people from 18 to 19

who had finished a vocational school.. Between.their 15th and

10th years they had no special training in speaking but were

instruCted by a special leacher.

The third group was made.up o.f 84 persons between 19 and

23. They had finished a vocational school and, during the

exper,iment, were just becoming independent, star:ting work

and enering into sooiai'life.

Th'e other subjects were divided ..nto 5 groups of 84 pach.

All these deaf peol4e'are leading stable lives their condi-

tions Of life seldom changing.

The subjects'were spolcen to by a man whom they had

peen berate. De askea them the

1. What is your Imre ?

Where are you ?Avillg

How old 4re you 4?

4. Where did you attend school ?

5. Where do you work ?
,

What profession have you,learnt

EVery talk was recorded and then played t

following questions:

never

4 people who

had never heard a deaf person speakiag.,

The answers of each of them were listened to by
,

: :

ent persons wAo attended the Xth or XIth.year

pedagogic school or a school of generaledtrat

class

len,

4 differ-

Pfta

When the answers given.by one of them were exactly re--

produced hy all 4 persons the speech of the deaf man was con-

sidered to be distinct.

On examining 672 deaf Teople I obtained the following

results.

44.1.10i1116.0"



Age of NUmber of

13 15

44rViffilimmil
Number speaking and not

.s.Ub,j.ects speaking distinctly--

84

i8 - 19 84

20 - 23

_24 .,28

34 - 38

29 33

84

84

84

Yes

No

Yes . .1t

No --48 *56

48
.. 36

4

57

433,7.

36 44

Yes

No 75 89

Yes

No

84

10rimiests=ww...100,.
"

Yes

No

,Yes
39 - 43 84 No

44 cr more 84

.J

Yes

93

78 _ 93

72 86-

9 10

Xes , ;

No 477..

=amman..ommoommo,
71

The distinctness of,aequired speech is best among the

group of subjects aged from 14 to 15. It falls in the older

groups. The years spent in vocational school together with

the following year or.two form a crucial period. Deaf people

who have not lost the distinctness of their speech during

this period will continue to speak distinctly for the rest of
^

their l ives 0

Psychological and medical experiments have proved that eve-

ry deaf person 1fmen,t4lly normal and not affected by consti-

tutional speimh defticitscan be taught to speak.. He needs, how-

ever, special condi'46ns'for this:1 In Poland it is the schooil-



for the deaf which are chiefly concerned with this problem

and whose first goal is instruction in speaking.

Pedagogical care'is begun during the chiles fourth year.

The children attend a kindergarten for three years then an

elementary school for eight years and later a vocational

schoolfor the deaf forAhret yearS.

The_ instructive*and educational efforiiii of the school

result in giving 8210 of t4e deaf children thejaculty of

communication through speech by the use of simple sentences.

The ability to use speech, however, is not fullY perma-

nent this depending on the environmental conditions of the

Theinfluence- of the environment on the.distinctness

of the:speech of the-deaf person'ean be considered onlr when

he starts learningto speak under the guidance of .activities

specially organized and introdced into his environment.

There are a.number of deaf people who to a greater or

lesser extent could speak,before becoming deaf.

Among the subjects aged from 14:to 19, examined by me,.,

there were.1540 who became deaf after.the second year. All

-oflhem,Could-speak-distinctlyo' Among the subjects oVer-20

years of age there were 4,13% who became deaf after the se-

cond year, including 'two Oases when the subjects became-deaf

in the fifth and eighth year.,_ None of them however,- spoke

istinctly

This is due to the fact,thilt, after leaving school, they

were not compelled by tbeir environment te.communicate- through

speech.

The results of examination.of the deaf people4's parents

show in what way the environment can influence the distinct-

ness Of speeche

The- educational level of parents plays a great part in

this respecto

'The educatiOnal level of the parents of 195 distinctly

speaking deaf personé is given in the table below.
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Educational level
of the.parents

high

secondary

elemilit4ry-

incompadte elementary

_

Number outiof total
=195 deaf people

A111.11

6 3,08

le 9,23

120 6154
51 26,15

The next tablelshows the educational:level of the parents

'of 477 indistinOtly'speaking deaf persons.--

Educational level
of the parents

ww.1111411

Number out of total
477 deaf people

et

'

high 3
0,63

secondary 37 7,76

elementary 288 60,38

-incomplete elementary 149 31,23

nen comparing the two tables it is evident that the

parents with higher education take better c4re cf their

children. They try to secure the best conditions for lear-

ning to speak for their children.% This is also connected

with their financial resources. Am a rule people with higher

education earn more and consequently can afford to satisfy

more fully their children s material needs.

Owing to the development of culture and eduoation and

to the progressive rise in prosperity such differences gra-

dually disappear.

The distinctness of the speech of deaf children living

at home and not at a boarding school designed for the deaf

is much better. Those attending boarding schools are to

some extent isolated from the society of hearing people and

are confined to the company of those similarly afflicted.

Communication among deaf people being based on sign language

such people have no opportunity of using their skill in

speaking in natural circumstances. Even Oa best educator,

when having 18 to 20 deaf children to take care of, has

little time to spend in making their speech more permanent.
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The fall in the distinctness of speech from 82% to 54%

during the period of atteriding vocational school can be rela-

ted chiefly to the lck of exercise in speech-correction.

Moreover, the amount oflime'divoted to general education

and the arrtngemenCof gchool curriaulum excuse the :beacher

from not insisting on cprrect pronounciation. Vocational

teachers are not trained for work with deaf children and con-

sequently they do not devote enough time to the cultivation

of speech.

The great degree of independence of the deaf attending

a vocational boarding school'is very advantageous in itself

but makes communication-through speech quite unnecessary out-

side the school. There is a fundamental shift in deaf person's

life after finishing vocational school. Distinctness of his

speech becomes fully permanent and even develops or else is

lost depending on where he starts working.

The.three first years after finis4ing vocational school

are decisive in whether the deaf person will communicate

through speech or not. These who started working among hea-

ring people retain the faculty of communication through speech.

Of the deaf people examined and working among hearing people

only 5,20 were not able*to,speak distinctly. Dere the necessi-

ty of using speech in order not to lose-ones employment comes

into force.

Among the deaf people examined who work in establishments

employing more than 5 deaf persons /employment of 40 to 60

deaf people together is not a rarity/ only 5..4% speak distinc-

tly. This is caused`chiefly by the fact that the deaf do not

feel the need of using speech in their working capacity.. In

suoh establishments deaf people.are employed in a one-shift

system, they work together by machines, maintain social rela-

tions among themselves and intermarry which, taken together,

spares them the trouble of using speech. One of them, usually

more gifted that the others; becomes the leader of the group

and knows how to communicate with the management through

speech. It is his task to arrange all matters cropping up

between deaf people and hearing fellow-workers or the manage-

ment of the establishment.



The above results.indicate that the distinctness of

speech of a deaf person who has finished an elementary school

for the deaf is influenced in the first place by his environ-

ment. If he finds himself in such a situation that the commu-.

nication through speech will be necessary for his vital needs

the distinctness of his speech will become permanent. But if

he does not find circumstances favorable enough the distinct-

ness of his speech will Vanich.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPEAKING ABILITY.AND

SOME OF THE THINKING FUNCTIONS IN DEAF

CHILDREN

/Communication/

The speed of development of the speaking ability as

well as its lexical and grammatical level have an indis-

putable influitnce on thinking processes such as e.g.

abstiact tkinking and generaliZation which belong to ba-

sic operations in forming notions. The ability to think

in an abstract way and of using notions belongs to the

cognitive functions of the language and its development,

as functions'of the social means of communication. In

deaf children the second t these two aspects is parti-

cularly neglected.

In.view of the limited store of notions and lack of

an adequately developed communication function of the

language as an instiument of thinking; the question poses

itself: How do thinking functions develop, abstract thinking

and generalization in particular and what is their in-

fluence on the operations of classification? Another ques-

tion is how do these processes change with the develop-

ment of the language? In this connection we have conduc-

ted studies on the operation of classification in deaf

children.

Method
The method used was a test consisting of 30 pictures

illustrating coticrete objects belonging to 6 superior

notions: 1/ plants, 2/ anim'als, 3/ clothes, 4/ food,



5/,people, 6/ vehieles. The examination technique was

based on the Goldstein and Scheerer test, and consisted

of two stages: a/ loo4ing at one of the picturesand cho-

sing all other pictures similar to it in some way, b/ poin-

ting to the essential resemblances between the selected

objects /the deaf wrote/.

The claisification'functions in their highest stage

are characterized by correctness of perfarmance and of

verbal expres4on /notional'definition/. A disturbance of

the process,may occure in:the_ist or 2nd stage which per-

mits-to compare action with verbalization.* As a resuit,it

points to the process of,the formation of the notion and

the relation between correct conci4tization and its ver-

bal,definition.

The examinationcovered deaf pupils attending the 2nd

to 7th gradedi,of a.special school in Lublin. The number

of these pupils was 123. The control:group. conOisted of

100 normally hearing children.

Results

-Theobtained kesults m_ere calculated in percent and

divided according to the ability 'of classification and

verbal formulation.

The following particularities were distinguished in the

manner of classification':

a/ correctHclassification- the child,pointed to all the

pictur.es related to a given category of objects.,

b/ partly'correct- classification- the.child pointed_only

to some of the objects, e g in theAroup of,a0mals,

only to bi:mds;-

c/ classification accidentally correct - the child pointed

accidentally correctly to the objects related to the

given category,

d/ the child pointed to. different pictures having no con-

nection,

e/ no classification function at all.

The results of the classifiCation -of pictures by the

deaf pupils have been expressed in percent on the following

tables



Table 1

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Group 6

Group 7 and 8.
a

4111.111=11mEMINIMMINIMIIIIIMPIe

44.4 20,8 20 1 11.7 3

4704 26,4 18 5 7.9 0

70.3 20.0 7.5 1,08 0.4

79.0 16.5 4.3 0 002

87.0 12.5 Oa 0 0

Results of the classification of pictures by normally

hearing children in percent:
Table 2

a b o U 'to

AllE111.

Group 1,2 40.7 23 3 36

Group.3,4 66.6 2104 12

Group 5 78.7 905 10.7

The following division vas adopted according to the

verbal.formulation /what is the resemblance betweee/

and the superiority of no:tions:

a/ answers giving:the superiOr notion proper for a gi-

ven.grqup of pictures /ftanimals" - in the case of pictures

of animals/9
b/answers.giving a notion referring.only to part of

the objectslinstead of "plants" - eflowers"/,

a/ answers giving potions inadapted to the contents

and range of the correct category of objects,

d/ answers givimg notions referring to one object of

the group only /instead of "food" - "bread", "apples%

e/definition of both the category and the subgroup

by pointing to the function /for eating - for malking/,

f/ definition of both the category and the subgroup

by associations based on resemblance, appuitenance or

place/, e.g. instead of "food" - "In the shopt,

gtdefinition by means of a neologism,.

h/ no answer.

Results of the answers obtained from deaf pupils in

percent:
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Gr.:3 2 7 18.7 8.3

Gr.'4 2705 26.9 4.6

Gr. 5 42.0 20.2 4.8

Gr, 6. 40.5. 17.3 209

Gr. 7
and 8 60.1. 15.1 .1.3-

Table 3

e f g h

7.6 1.3 10.4 8.7 32.3

13.5 1.9 12.8 6.4 .-6.5

9.2 3.1 4.6 5.0 11.1

7.2 603 10.8 4.2 10.8

7.2

Results of ankiwers given by normally hearing children

in percent:

Table.4

a b c d X g II

,

Gr 1
2

Gr.3
4

Gr.5

47.5

75 0

8804

18.4

15.2

6 2.

6.6

1.2

0 .

245

0

142

17*5 i

6.2

i 2

1.2

1.2

0

0

0

7.5

1.2

1.2

Conclusions

1/ The obtained results point to differences in both

the classification and verbalisation functions_in deaf

and normally hearing children.,

2/ The operation of classification in'normally hea-

ring children was done to a larger extent thanin the
\

case of deaf children according to an anticipating *plan,

this plan being determined by a better developed.verbal

structure; which is proved by the folli*Og.iactsv

a/ hearing pupils from grade ist and 2ndswhile classp..

fying objects didnot select.them chaotically as:the

case was for the deaf even thoseeattending grade. 5.

b/ all hearing pupils.from grade 1st and 2nd made a more

or less correct classification, while deaf pupils even in

grade 0 were not able to make therequired differentia-,

tion of some:objects*

3/ Considerable'differences appeared in answers:'

a/ smaller number of correct answers.than in the case of

. _ -
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normally heating childten, concerning notions adequate for
a given group of objects,

b/ big percentage of answers of the deaf by association

on the basis of resemblance or place /e(4,. in the shop,

in the forest4..

4/ normally hearing children did not use neologisms

which often appear in the answers of deaf children,

5/ deaf children often did not reply at all,

6/ with passing to higher grades, the percentage of

correct classifications and adequate definitions /proper

notions/ grows both in deaf and hearing children.

The obtained iesults point to the dependence of mental

operations on the deelopment of speaking This dependerwe

appears even in non-verbal operations.

Notes:

1/ Only pupils trom the 3rd grade on, were able of

writing the words required by the test.

2/ In connection with the similarity of results, the

number of grades was reduced, two classes being taken

together /istvand 2nd, 3rd and 4th/.
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FUNCTIONAL SIGNS AS INTERNATIONAL LANGUAGE OF THE DEAF

/The paper/

The.activity of the WFD9 its prestige as an internaT
tional.organisation and its ability .to solVe successfully

the. problemss .connected with deafness. in many respects

dependS-on how the commission on unification of mimiery will

fulfil-its main tasks to create on the basis of national

gestures a unified system of speech gestures ensuring
.

mutual_understanding between representatives of national

associations of the deaf9 working within the bounds of
.4

the WFD..

Creating.a-unified.mimiery, supposed to be a basic

means-of.aqmmunication between deaf members of the WFD

/during congressesT conferences9 etc0/9 has some .objeative

premisess_namelyp_clearness and figurativeness9 and under

certain favourable conditions /need to_communicatc;.enroll-

ing specialistas experience in-this works etc./..this prob-

lem-can.be.solveds first positive results achieved in the

field being a.testimony to it.

.The activity on unification of mimiery; begun_after

II Internapional Congress in Zagreb more than 10 years -

ago-was intact confined to the publication of "The_First.

Contribution" that contained 300 speech gesturess'recOmmen-

ded for communication.



The acttvity of the commission during the past

period was tot satisfactary.there werenot-used-real

possibilities for working out universal, comprehensible

to.all functional gestures the absence of whia, is an.-

Amtacle.to organisation of a spacial service of inter-

preting,for the:deaf: --

,The analysis-of the carried out-work indicates

that,the.44Pord-iii-the.system and_mpthods of,conductine

unification of gesture language /D:ITukotiV, Stockholmv_

19634 imposinuWficulties on.the-activitrof the coma-

sp144,. were overcame-after discussing and accepting the

suggestl.ons.of the All-Union-Society afthe-Deaf about

the.prImciple of selection /identity/ and features-of _-

functional gestures i;igurativenees,°"preciseness, plastic-

rem4ning.difficu1ties are those.of.organisa7-

tioh and-teehiaality-/appointing rePresentativess, perioi7

dicity-of sessions-,Te2change of information; publication

of Materials, etc;/,-andoan be_obviate4 in-the process

of w9kk:-:ThP-main:obitacle to a satisfactory.soluPion

of_the problam_of unification.of.mimiery was lack of

concrete program.of the activity° .

. The-project of ,a program of*.t13e-worIc the-conmi-

h4revtncluded main_points concerning

basic-aspects.of-the.problem of unification of_m4mierys---

representation and participation_in the commis*ion, study--P

ing.and. generalization afinaterials,'-preparing recommen4a-

flops and tbeir-approvalf_pdOlication,of functional signs

being the International language of the.4eafc,

I. Upresentation and participation of national

*-, associations__
.4

--L11 members.of the WIT intereste4-in_the working

out of the international language of the_deaf, take...an

active-part iu the work of the caamission on an equal

footing;



a/ Commission /staff 9 power/0 National associations

of the.deaft-being mtmbers of the VD and represented at

the Congress; appoint.from the members of the delegation

a-permanent-representative.for conducting-work-in the

commission during the period between Congresses. The-

members-of the commission submit for its consideration

materials,_participate indiscussing recommendations, promo-

te spreading unified signs on a national.scale. -Sessions

of -the commission-are held once in 2 years. Decisions are

taken by-2/3-majority of.votes.

:The Bommission is headed by a chairman, appointed

by theLBurcau of the 17110

b/-Committee7oft781perts-

Uperts of.the commission.13-5 in. number/ are

ele0ed by -the.-qommission.from-its members anrasserted

by the-Bureau-of the WFD for functioning during the period

between%Congresses.

The_committee of experts makes a concrete plan of._
,

work,.generalizes-and systematizes materialst-gives-recomp

endatipna concerning functional signs which are selected

into the:stack of unified mimiery.---

Bermaneut relations between-the experts are-realized

by.means of_consultations in written form and exchange of

programs through secretariat-of the WFD.-

--Sessicous_of.the,committec of experts are held

annually../the,place-and ttale of sessions are agreed with_

the General 4ecretary not.later than 3 monthsbefore next

sessl.on/0 _The-work of the comml.ttpe of experts is guided __

by the Chaipman-of the tommission on unification of mimier7.

II0_The_Plan.and conducting of the work

----- A:concrete plan of the work of the cammission.is_

prepared by the committeeof experts for 2 years and is

approved bri_the_commission0_

On the basis of studying themain documents of the

W7D8 regulations; program; decisions of the Congress and

the Bureau, resolutions of the commissions; etc. the

"
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experts determine the.size and the contents of-the vOca-

bulary_within the-bounds and in donfcamity with which it
is necessary to select functional signs that are subject

to unification*. --

The recommeaded-vocabulary is distributed-among the -

members of the commission who are supposed-to prepare_mate-

rials-and send them to the:committee of _expertsjillustra-

ted vocabulsaries0 drawings$ Dhotographs;-filmat;" -On the--

basis of_the national materials.the experts$ fo4owing.the

principle of selecting-identic signs.and the requirements

demanded_ofunified gestures$ work out recommendations-

which are.examined by the commission0....Thus$ during-the

period-between_0ongresses not_less than 600 gestures must

to_examined and-prepared for recommendation in order to

ensure high quality service of interpretaticno

Procedure.and technicakmestions

The_recommendations of the committee of experts$

adopted by the.commission by voting by show. of.hands$ _are

passed to the secretariat of the WFD .for approval at the .

meeting of the Bureau and for publidation of unified kes-

tures*

_The publication in the form of special editions-

and films is carried out by secretariat with the partici-

pation and fi.nancial help Of the national.associations$

members,,of the-IUD;- &dopting .and realizing the program

of_the.activity recommended by _the commission__will..guaran-

tee_ a. successful solution of :the problem of unification

of mimiery within the bounds of the WED.*

,
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ATTITUDE OF DEAF MILS TO MASTERING VERBAL SPEECH

/Communication/

Devvlopment of deaf pupils' attitude to mastering

the language has not been much studiel heretofore by psy-

chologists0 Nor are elucidated the mottves urging deaf

children to master speech No studies have been conducted

to determine the attitude of deaf adults to their achie-

vemnts th assimilating different aspects of speecho

Egperimental irvestigation carried out on 190 pupils

of the 4t1I-8th forms from schools for deaf children /1951-

-1952/.and 90_pupils of the 6thFa2th forms fram the same

schools /1963-1964/9 gives reason to report on peculiari-

ties of their attitude to mastering the language and the

motives for mastering speech in pupils of juniors middle

and senior school age

Children of junior school age /4th form fp 10-11 years/

are happy and proud to report that they have learned

something new - "to speak by lipes "by voice"0 They

willtngly tell about their progrebss-express the desire to

speak."like those speaking"s and report how their parents

rejoice at it.) The pupils-especially emphasize the impor-

tance of oral speech for theme They almost do not.mention
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reading as a source through which they receive knowledge,

and writing as a means of communication. All the children

are.confident that when they will grow up they will spedk

well. .

Attitude to mastering the language becomes more

complicated in children of middle school age /the 5th,

6th forns/. It enters the system of relations connected

with their teaching, school interests, and they begin to

treat the language as a subject most important for them.

The main motive in mastering the language is the desire

to study well and get good narks. In this connection

ch4dren speak about the necessity to write carefu'ly and

without mistakes, and to read out loud fluently and

coherently.

Owing to their progress in learning and speech

development an incentive appears to contact with a wider

circle of people, and this, in its turn, engenders new

motives. In children's statements "distant motivation"

appears, and more often they begin to tell that they will

have to speak well when they will work together with

hearing people. They begin to notice and analyse their

speech defects, ahd to consider theM critically. In this

connection motives are formed aimed at overcoming insuffidb

cient distinctness of pronunciation and inability to

expound material "with their own words".

By the end of the middle school age educational

interests of deaf pupils grow into cognitive interests..

They begin to realize that due to the language they acquire

Much new interesting knowlsdge. The book becomes for them

a source of new inforniationr New motives appear desire

to read, to subscribe to a library, to discuss a book

read.- An incentive to use active written speech extending

the sphere of communication possible for the* gets stronger.

A desire appears to independently write letters to rela

tives and friends, get acquainted with schoolchildren from

other cities and even countries by correspondence.



Senior forms students assoeiate mastering speech

with their coming labour activity. They single eut problems

on which they want to associate with &wide circle of

peoples they have a need in communication and convictiod

that they possess necessary posibilities for this.

Each of speech types acquires for them its special

significance. They single out the importance of business

written speech and very highly appreciate cognitive possig*

bilities opened up by reading. Firet and foremost they

want their oral speech be understood by hearing people with

wham they are soon to worke Such an attitude entails

combined action motives on the basis of whidh they put

concrete tasks to improve their oral speech,' Senior

schoolchildren seek to eliminate everything that prevents

hearing people from understanding them. They try to use

more oral verbal speech at lessons and off the schools

practise pronunciation and accentuations seek to master

colloquial speech? enrich their vocabulary and see to

correct grammatical shaping of speech. Frequently they

express a regret that they did not try enough to master

speech in the junior forms.

The investigation showed that with every year of

deaf childrees teaching at school their attitude to

mastering speech become more involveds differentiated and

is included into still more versatile system of their

interests and aspirations. A change in the attitude to

mastering the language in the course of development results

in the appearance in'deaf children of more dismembered and

rich motivation of using speech.

A discrepancy was revealed in deaf pupils between

early appearance of "distant motivation" and lately

forming personality attitudes fight for'mastering speech.

This discrepanc should be overcome by pedagogic influence

early deve loping in deaf schoolchildren on the basis of

optimistic distant motivnt; a system of "close" motives
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urging them to extend communication circle and permanently
improve their speech'.

Soviet surdopedagogics and psychology should take

care not only of discovering the best methods for teaching

deaf'children to speak but also of/cultivating in them .

ever growing positive attitude to mastering verbal speech

which is part and parcel of their living relations gradual-

ly becoming complicated and enriched'o

At present iuvestigation is under way into the atti-

tude of pupils of night schools for adults to mastering

different aspects Of speechiy and estimation of their

significance for the extension of communication possibili-

ties.

a&
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VISITAX) MONITORING OF SPEECH Br THE DEO
/The paper/

. .L1#hough_many new elotronic detrice8 4ave been develoco
ped-which-produce visual displays of .speech, a critical._
question. regarding the use of these _aids by the deaf -remains

to.use_visual displays-a-
accustio-information /pitch, .intensity,
consonant-quality 9- etas/ to monitor a ,vocalippbysiological
task?-- Since -the deaf probably monitor.. their own speeck.
kinesthetically how _can_ they . convert visual information.
alout an,acoustic event .into useful-information for kines
thetic moni.itoring.of..voice.and speech?

Several recently_ comple bed-pilot.ttudies, and one
e#ensive research project conducted by Kopp.../4/ at..the
Detribit..School for the Deaf; have .been.sUmmarized.in a.

recent-article _in the Volta Review /6/0. The results of-

these..studies_are.encouraging';Or-theTdeafo. Considerable
additional research is now underway in several countries.'



This paper will describe two research projects

being conducted in the Boston area* Cooperating in the

research projects are staff members and deaf individuals

associated with Boston University, Northeastern Universi

ty, Massachusetta Institute of Technology Lincoln

Laboratories, The Boston School for the Deaf, The Horace

Mann School for the Deaf, The Speech and Hearing

Fouhdation of Massachusetts Adult Deaf Program and tha

Oral Deaf Adults Section of the Alexander Graham Bell

Association for the Deaf* Results of completed projects

will be summarized*

& pilot project with the Voiae Visualizer has been

reported previously /710 The Voice Visualizer, develo

ped by Dr0 Robert Lerher of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology /5/,-uses a polar analyzer circuit to dis

play discrete patterns of vowel and consonaat sounds on

an oscilloscope screen* The patterns for some of the

speech sounds are shown in Figure 14,





In the pilot study, twelve deaf students9 ages 7

to 169 who were being taught in their classrOom.byaan
"elements approach"9 were given two periods weekly of
bpeedh training fot six months.. It was found that
learning:was easier when the children were taught to
contrast two sounds than when practicing only one sound.
Same .children became discouraged.when tha visual display'
revealed.the incorrectness of their articulation; This.
problem was overcome partly by teaching Contrasting sounds,
by.arranging a teaching sequence that progressed from
easier.to more diffiCult soundss-and by using multi-sensory
clues'to the correct articulation of the sounds as:a ...

supplement to the visual clues frdm thgi Voice Visualizer.;
Most of the .twelve children imprOved their ab.ilipy
produce the sustained' sounds-tir Li:gelation.; ..8.014k:ot the
studenta ..-lere' able to'. conneci .three souids.'4;e:ke* a word.
Ho Weveri-although the speech soUndslerii.articUl.004....:

. ,

'tcourately.9...the.lord zItiratiOn.was.expetsivelipicilanted
14` Most. Children. kitord-iartioulOtion, test-las given
before and after the Eix-month teaching perio' linprovc-
ment .was 'heard for .initial and iinal cOnsOnante, but .no
improvemenp was heard. Abor the vowel. sounds;;;

An..experiment is nem/ 'being 'canducted with pwo

groups of .pupils9 ages 7 to 9 7years:"... One group Ur being
trainedto 'articulate consonants only., the other la
being trained to produde vowels.;- For both .groups9-all
speech'Prac tie, use:3' word- units, rather thgibc.,iscilated
soUnds;* Children in the.. consonant eroup;:tobnitor their
productions :of either 'the initial' or.final soiind of: the
word, /for example.9..man, broOm] chil.dren in the vowel
group Monitor the.voitel sound:iii a *stressed ,monosyllabic
word /for eiremple9 car9 food/. The Speech sounds are
'taught' in word pairslinan-fail 9 h6te-huff,' feet-food/0- -

Twelve lessons have been déSigned for the conisonatir-group
toad similar number of lessons for the vowel group
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Bach-ch4d will progress-through the lessons at his own

rate* When. a,. child completes the consonant lessons, he ....

will-then be-taught-the vowels* The.vowel group will learn

the:4onsonants later.- -Data for. the everiment.will.be

analyzed.from-tape -recordings of -the same wordarticula
tion test given_each.month;* In the-early months of the

experiment.,.it was-necessary _to .teach_children to speak

the words more quickly as they monitored their speech.with

the Voice-Visualizer; -Preliminary results suggest that _

children Can-use the Voice -Visualizer to improve the arti

aulation-of-vowels and consonants in-Word .units;.. In gene-,

ral; ,improved .of !speech occurs more easily

in-children who.have-previOusly developed .nozmal speech_

rhythm:than those who tend to use slow; prolonged sounds

and words. .

.- new unit has been constructed for the-experiment.-

.3-Pinch. oscilloscope is.located In .the center of the-front

of the un4. The unit is 9 inches_high, 8 inches wl.de.;... .

and 14 inches lang;.....The only _external .control is. the power
switch; all adjustments are made lenternally at the time of

menufatituring ...Till...pilot unit requtred no. servicing in _
three -yearse- - The -new unit .,weighs approximately 10 kilograms,

and can_be..operated Iv young children* & manual for .using

the_Volkue y-l-sua14er; ..and technical-information for the
construction of tha- equipment, is Oeing

Instantaneous..PitchPeriod.Indicator, developed
by Dr:*'-loadisl.av.Dolana4../1/ of .Northeastern University; .

provi4eb.an,instantanous.OsOillospopic displa of a spea
ker's intonaPion.pattern; L. teacher's intonation pattern
will:remain on the oscilloscope screen to that deaf pupils
may observe.their attempt to matob. the teacher's pattern;
The-opoillosoope is erased electroniCally after each...
prac4ce-word_or ,phrasec, Phrases as long as two seconds
can be displayed:,



L pilot study using three eleven-year old deaf
children was conducted 14 Dolansky, Perullo, O'Donnell
and Phillips /2/. One cleat child's matching of Miss
O'Donnell's patterns is shown in Figure 2. These
results encouraged further research.

Pre-Instruction
7' . 7

e. Teacher Stimulus
b. Deaf Child's Response

Post-Instruction

Figure 2. Pre-.and post- instruction responses of
deaf girl's imitatior of a teacher's
rising-pitch pattern ,of the vowel

Ste aext phaaof research with ihe Instantaneous
1-itch Period 71:ndioa tor \was a learning experiment with
normally hearing salrltsio,\ DolanSky, r.Jonovost, Karts
and Phillips /3/ comparigUAhe abilities of three groups
of adults Imo learned to matOk vocal pitch patterns under
three deferent obriditions of Eitimulus presentation and
self-mouitoring. Each groupparticipated in a training
session. a Practice session aid a tisting session.
One group learned and was tested under conditions of
auditory stimulatfou and feedback. & second group
learhed under conditions of combined auditory and visual
stimuli, with instantaneous auditory feedback and delayed
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visual.feedbadkvbut were tested with only visual Stimuli

and.instantanpous auditory feedback; 44 third grotIP learned

undar conditions of visual stimulation and instantaneous

visual feedback while auditory feedback was substantially

reduced by a 95 decibel masking noice*

--The fewest number of learning trials was required

by.the auditorrivisual group, while the visual-group

req4red significantly more learning trials than either

of_the ot4er groups;. Some poiential subjects for the

visgal.could not.mset learning criteria.* A total of 17

subjects-were.trained before an experimental group of .

pwelve subjects could be obtained-- ComParieom of th's three

groups.during the testing session revealed similar test

scores; _Thus the group which had trained on the Instsnta(0-

neous Pitbb-Period Indicator under conditions of OimUlated

partial deafnels, i;e0, visual stimuli, instantaneous.

vlisual feedback, and masked auditory feedba4, retained--

the learnedpatterns to the same degree..as the_othar experi-.

Rental groups;; There was, however, a ,tendaucy for some

subjects tested mith only vtsual stimuli to reverse pitCh

patter4s, i..), they would see an upward pitch..pattern

but...would produce-a downward pitch pattern oZ similar

forms:-.The results of the experiment indicate that an .

imitative vocal task can be learned through visual informs-

tion_alone, but that some subjects will have difficulty

using the vlssual information*.

Current research is being conducted with groups of__

deaf adults and deaf children.* & battery of visual percep-

tual...tests in.being administered-to determine whether

success in learning to use the visual information can be .

predicted.* It has been.found necessary to devise a careful-

ly-planned seqUence of vocal tasks, which permit success ra-

ther than discouragement*
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It is expectet that a transistorized version of the

Instantaneous Pitcb-Period Indicator can be constructed

in.a _unit the size of a five-inch oscilloscope. It.ia

probable that the polar analyzer circuit of the VOice

Visualizer-can be incorporated'into the same unit so

that a teacher of, the deaf may use the same unit for

more thanAme aspect of.speech.

._. Results of research completed thus far indicatfti

that the deafAvill be able to use visual displays of

Elpeedh information to monitor their speech, provided the

lessons are careful4 programmed, and used in conjunction

with auditory and kinethetic approaches to the development

of speech in the deaf.
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CO1%7,4)1917 'IN THE migpms OF WORK WITH SPEECH
BOTH IN THE ,KINDERGARTEN AND AT ACHOOL AS A

1r

PLEDGE OF SUCCESSFUL MASTERING OF SPEECH BY

A DEAF CHILD

/The paper/

= In this repdtt we:Would :like to give an account of our
experiment in teaching4d4f children to speak;

ted inja kindergartentunder the'supervesion of

Ira and continued oWthe'm4erial of theschool
1

After four years: of training in the kindergarten children

mastered elementary 'celloquiea speech,1 Elementary notions enc.:

visaged by the programme were .verified and formed by them, as

we) 1 as some gramma r. generalizations0 It is already in the

which we st.ar

B A0Korsunska

syllabus,

kindergarten that 'children acquired shill of coherent narra

tion and 1ip4eading.; At the pronounciation lessons children

were trained to pronounce all the' sounds; excluding fricative

s ounds

At the end of their training in the kindergarten the chil
dren of this group had a vocabulary of abont 2000 woids.

Now we can say; however, thM the .vocabulary could have

been richer. Contracted vocabulary is likely to be explained

by our inexperience and experimental character of teaching.

The group of 'children in which the experiment.was carried

on entered the first grade at school .in full capacity.

The tutor and the teacher who conducted this group from

the moment these children entered the kindergarten continued

to work with the class'at schook:i At school we seek to Maintain

the same principles 'of work whi'ch we follówed in the kinder

garten.



Thus there was;no drastic-change in life conditions, acti-

vity or teaching when chi:ldren entered the school.

was'dOne'in kindoirlaytenlin'the process of work with

speech at sehools* especially in the:first and secnnd grades,

we tried to give children'the basic veepal material as a signal

a guidance to action;i as a means to designate visually percep-

tible articles, their qualities s' actions:1 The same method was

used to teach descriptive' and narrtitive speech, and in work

with texts.

For Ws purpose-CreatiVe games, observations of,the.nature,

elementary household work were used in the kindergarten.

AA school various kinds!of edieational and,household labour

activities enable.to directly combinethe training of children 410

in prairtual actions with the'development of'tboAr speeoh as

well.as verbal and logical thinking.

pupils activities'arouse in'them need in communicationr

stimulated their speech zotivity and-the deyelopmentof'inde-

pendent speech.
.

The study of 'Attire and people, practical activity pf the

chileren themselvesFproyided a'visual basis for forming In

thema correct relation between=the' word significance, the
*.

meaning of thesentences and cancrete'objects and-phenomena of

the surrounding world.

11/10 tLed to arrange our Work in such a ray that the sta.to=

mouts made by children-abou.the natural phenomena should have

Wooncrete character and should be a result of their own daily

observationst-recorded in an observaIion log book, Besides

that the'observations were nide &piing excursions.

Duo to this facCcomposlOons.writiten by children in which

they sum uP their obsorvationsiof nature are concrete and re-

fleet the children's ideas'. Our studies revealed the fact that

in the classes where there mere no-such observations of the

concrete natural ,phinomenhildrien a composittions on the

same topic were either expositions of the texts from books
I I

learned by heart;rnot'corrobor4ted by examples from personal

experiences-or they were.of abstract character. Sometimes it

was just a description of winter or'summer phenomena having ne

relation whatever to the composition ,topic.



Striving to foster the ability of children to,narrate their

thoughts connectedly while correctly establieing logical rela-

tions between the events and phenomena, we used visical situa-

tions, childrees practical activities, in particular lessons

in manual labour,* at which they acquire labour exTeriencle. At

such lessons they were taught to work with fabrics, paper, card-

board, natural material and to acquaint themselves with these

objects«
4t,

We connected the process of mastering different labour shill

by children with the process of mastering speech without any

detriment either to labour activity or to speech. The objects

which children created LI labour lessons usually had some prac-

tical value'. Interest in the results of their work is a motive

for children.s statements. At labour lessons children put ques .

tions, ask for explanations, answer questions, express their

requests and feelings.

Woek,over coherent speech in the process of labour was con-

ducted in the following sequence:

a/ directly in the process a laour children mastered spe-

cially selected'vocabulary andpbraseology,related_to_the par.

ticular kind of labour. Thus children learned great nuoiber of

special-termsfnames of the tools, materials, their qUalities;

parts of the objects and such wards as a team, a team master,

1,,-) 'a conveyer, a waster,1 an inspector, a plan; economy etc. .

;
AI these lessons the children learned many names, actions.

The names of actions mere introduced as commissions /fold in

two, knead; smooth out,'cut off, eto,./.

Through answers to questions: "What have you done", "What

are you doing?" "What will you do?" the children learned other

forms of these verbs;

b/ teaching the children to understand connected narrative

describing the work ill its process, and also to describe the

work they do in the form of a connected narrative. During the

first schaol year me made some 50 narratives like this:

a/ teaching the'childien to Understand the plan of work to

be done, presented in a form of connected text and to marAl

such a plan individually;

d/ reading a story on a given topic using the proper voca-

bulary learned at labour lessons.
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e/ using visual aids /pictures, posters, lides/ to con-

solidate the vocabulary and to'make its active use possible.

The speech habit mastered at special lessons aimed to

teach to form and generalise and texts based on the results

of children's activities and observations served as initial

steps la teaching them to read.

We oppose our method to th one which teaches children to

Aread texts through extensiv additional explanations and the

use of such form of an explanation as interpreting them by

.means of other words.

A special comperativa study showed that such explanations

result in inaccurate and sometimes erroneous concepts with

children. Explained in this manner the_word is attached to

some vogue immage and contributes nothing to the knowledge

of children save for new sound characteristics of the word,

which is either almost never used or used loosely or irrele-

vantly.

Thus'in the textbook for-the first grade the word "respect*

is explained as "love". Based on this explanation of the word-

"respect" and answering the question "Whom do you respect?"

the children named many objects from mother, father, teacher

to little brothers and sisters. Ono of the pupils

"I.respect my sister Ludochka" who is*only two years old.

Another pilpit made a statement About his respect of the cat,

and added an explanation: "Fine soft hair".

Such examples.of vague and erreneus concept aro known to

surteachers. The texts used for ieading in our class, eppe-

cially during the first years of study were descriptions of

excursions, games during out of class time, various events in

life of children, stories prompted by pictures, posterioslides.

Vocabulary learned at the lessons of labour, reading and

speech development lessons not only provided for further com-

prehensive reading of specially selected stories on the same

'topic but also cultivated in children a love for riactingt
To broaden the meaning of the words and to mak* it more

precise we offered Oe'children texts for reading so that the

words used in one story would also be used ifther but in a

different context; Such method,of speech formation ensured

positive reaultss broadening of vocabulary, development of
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-the-skill of Connectd narration', understanding of a conneicez,

ted story, love for individual reading*

In forming cionceptsthe same way as in kindergartens, we
. +

aimed at developing aiconept fullof specifie meaning, so

that in useelt would develop still fi-rther and *squire a more

precise and full meaning.

The work at grammatical generalizations was so arranged
that -out of many specially selected exercises the Children

could make:conclusionsit' ieneralize lingulitio fenomenaAdraw

a rule and memorize-it.

To become a reliable means of communication for a deaf

child oral speech should be distinct enough, and our main
task at school was notiso much twitching new sounds but (writ,

rection of wrong pionouucliOlon of *aids by indi*idual pupils.
Wich'attention is paid'at schoolite stress.in words, logical

stress in sentences and also to,development in children an abl-
lity of incorpora;ting melody in oral

f

speech., The pronounciation

undergo betterment'in.the process of lear4ing elocution of

poems,' fables, extreiCts in prose. We inspire the pupils to
constant reflectedliianounping.of 411,the material for oral

speech both in:class and'out4of class'with the aim to imfrove

"lip4reading; While' in kindOrgarteissuch pronouncing based am

reading,from Aips'of tea'tchers or'educators was some what eche-
4

matic at school it became,comple,te and correct*

We believe that'constant contiol for the childronts pro-

nounciation is a bailo'candition ensuring distinct.speech of

our pupils.

Continuity in method of teaching oral speech at kinder-
-.

gartens and,schoolg ensures efft;ctive results of work as (bewared

to the results where this continuity was not observed*
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DIAGNOSTIC IMP3RTANCE OP MUSICAL FACTORS OP SPEECH IN

DEAFNESS

-Formation of musical factors in speech of children.

/9-13 years.old/ with vtrious degrees of hearing defents

originated at diffegent periods of lives was examine&

Mtsical factors of question sentences recited from memtry

3 .times /"Ate you going-to be at home tomorrow?" and

answers "I thall.be at home tomorrow"/ were rebOrded by.

means .of-Grutzmanher instrament /Modified by prof*dr= -

Janota/0 registering melody and Orith.osailograph and 5ono-

graph0..1 The recorded sounds ware analysed and statistically

elaboratedf;

:Prom tbe results of analysis follows that.development

of.kusical factors of speech does not deviate fram norm

toward the lowest degree of.ontogenetic devalopment0- --

T4eir:development is beirg checket at the stage at whidh

tbe-hearing disorder occurred* This is substantiated by

confrontation of statistical restlts with data defining ......

the moment.when the disorder of hearing occurred among par-

ticular groups_of children; in confrontation interpreted

basing_on.literature Aealing with development of musical

factors 'In bearing children;
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. .0beckintthe develOpment of musical factors at this

stage at.Which tbe disorder of hearing happened permits -

to-conclude that not only the degree of hearing disorder .-

but above all-the moment when deafness occdrred is decisive

about-the character and degree of the disorder; Typical

shapes of the.course.of musical factors permit to*define the

degree.of bearing disorder and the time of its occurrence;

This may.constitute an important contribution to present

diagnosticsl methods of deafness espeqially.in doubtful -

cases Antorviews not completep.inadequate results of aw.

diametric examination/ more so that it was obtained with

an objective- methodo

.. Below are specific features cif forming musical factors

of speech depending on the degree of hearing disorder()

MelcAL

The melody which. among the hearing is placed at the

lowest ab withi.chi%dren of defective ear.takes.mare and

more higher place but among the deaf it is however lower

than in children with remnants of hearing;. The aildren_

with remnants of hearing and deaf ones-do not distinguish

also vocally two patterns of sentencesp their melody form

annihilating semantis differences of both enunciations0...

Melodious Intonation of interrogative sentence', its abaraom

teristio raising pitch frau last but one to the last

syllable of .the-last word disappears though being typical.

for the.hearing; .The descending intonation of affixmative

sentences is also hot being kept; In the deaf chIldren:.... .

and in those with remnants of bearing both in.interrogative

and.affirmative sentences the melody descends.between.the

fifth.and sixth syllable0 In the% hardp=ofbearing the placeo.

ment of, melody /havtng slightly higher intonation than in

the hearing/ and.its shape approximates the_norao. The pro

per. shape 0 melody for both kinds_of sentences is bompletely

palpable in that group of children; .The changes in hard=

ofhearing have rather.quantitative character: In deaf.

children and in those-with remnants of hearing they pass

into qualitative ones; It is eilso shown by higher placement
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Of the first syllable of every word in result Of which the

Speech of the deaf and with remnants of hearing takes one

the features of articulation resembling syllabizing or

scansiono.. The features of a melodyp characteristic for _

the deaf are also peculiar for the children with remnants

of hearing /with exception of placement/c;

In children with defective hearing the deviations for-

ming the movement of pitch increasef; Peculiar for movement

of height of tone in melody of ihe hearing are first of -

all esdential ditferences of range in successive syllablesc

In the hard-of-hearing the span of range'of movement of

height of tone is smaller than in the hearing and has

approximate values in particular syllables and is being

formed similarly in both kinds of sentences(;. In children .

with the remnants of hearing the range of movement of height

of tone hasp as a rulep greater values than in the hearing;)

tte irregularly differenciated in particular syllables.

acquiring very small values in some children and very great .

in_the others; In the deaf sudh irregularity becomes stron-

ger. The causes'of monotony ought to be sought in the ladk

of differenciation of range in particular syllables and,in

steady repetition of its course as well as the same course

of melody having nearly horizontal shape;

Piph

In the hearing the course of pitch in particular syl-

lables has a wavy shape distinctly dropping in both.kinds

of sentences while the first syllable has the highest. .

pitch and.the last one the lowest; In children with audi-

tory defects it becomes flattened considerablyo In this.

course an irregular; higher placement of the first syllable

of every word appearing already in the hard-of-hearing and

especially of the first and the second in the children with._

remnants of hearing - particularly in interrogative sentences

in the deaf is very distinct; Flattening of the course in

conditibned in dhildreu with auditory defects by small

differences in pitch between successive syllables which in
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comparison with the heartng chileren becomes particularly
distinct especially between the first and the second; the .

fourth. and the fifth syllable as well as by small range in
pitch Of the whole sentence whether it is interrogative or
affirmative on.e( Formation of average; pectalar for pitch
in children.with defective hearlag is much higher than in
the hearing; Particularly in children with remnants of
hearing and in the deaf not.much lower from conventional
pitch of the.first syllable('

_ Peculiarities in the course of pitch, characteristic
for children with auditory defeats, are those factors
which ought to be connected with monodynamy of speech*
Together with disappearing of difference in the course of
pitch in both kinds of sentences they lead to annihilating
of the difference in meaning of both enunciations;
Bitthmd Duration

The duration of syllables and rests in an interroga-.
tive and affirmative sentenue in comparison with the
hearing is not much larger in the hard-of-hearings much
so in the children with remnants of hearing and the largest
in tbe deaf. It differs essentially in particular groups
of children showing greater values in an interrogative
sentence than in an affirmative onee An. analysis demonstra-
tes tot only deviations in forming of duration of syllables
and rests in particular grows of children with auditory
detects, it permits also to register a disorder in k/tbmical
pattern of both kinds of sentences; .

.Essential differences in duration of syllables appear
however they are not expressed in large values and devia-
t.ions in forming duration of syllables may be taken as
quantitative while Jen children with remnants of hearing and
in the deaf. they actitaire qualitative character.

Large .values of duration of rests in irregular forma-
tion Of duration of syllables contribute to a great extent
to illogical dismembernment_of a sentence with gkeater and
greater of its prolongation; Differences in duration of
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sucoesseive syllables disappearing with the degree of 4earing

disorders impose on speech a monorythmic. character and

irregular, accidental and-variable duration of successive

syllables-au-arythmic one,

..:.The results ofreseardh suggest the necessity of ela
borating a medical method for rehabilitation of musical

factorst snchthat includes within its scope deviations

from norm_essential in understanding the speech. of the deaf,

Iery importent,is detecting of those factors which under-.

went:the-earliest deformation and beginning of their medical

rehab4itation Early medical rehabilitation ought to.cavei

'first of,all the ehildren with remnants.of hearing basing._

on the'remaining hearing, ,Lack.of introduction of auditory

spepollt7at the beginning of disorder,

aontributes.to atrophy Of remnants_of hearing thus hampering

the'rehabilitation at the later period;
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L CONTRIBUTION TO AUDIOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN HUMAN

COMMUNICATION

/The paper/

In.treating disorders of human communication we

often encounter the phenomenons the child does not readt

to sound., And all too often we*find that is sufficient

reason to conclude the child is deafo Such a conclusion

is not at, all logical() The reason the child does not

react to acoustic stimuli may be due to any cne of'a

number of pathological processes9 one of which may ba

hearing disordero

. Hardy /1962/ draws special attention to these

circumbtaacese according to his information_oue-fifth

only showed clearly hearing disorder from a group of

childxen which failed in auditory screening testy This

means that among four-fifths of the children which did

not react.to acoustic stimuli there were pathological

causes other than deafness()

1Ma consider. Hardyi; statement extremely important

for the logopedical practice0 If, on the basis of an

inoorrect diagnosis9 a child is put in a school for'the

_



deaf, it can adversely effeult its entire future.

Ascertaining the causes of hearing disorders is therefore
an extremely responsible iidt*

In our opinion the reflex,theory, supplies the

safest methodological tool in this respecti Modern
reflex theory, based on Pavlovg teaching, is amplified

by the latest discoveries on neurophysiology and psycho-

logy and even by the theory of informatiOn* It leaves

the .concept of a closed reflex arch and accepts the thesis

of an open reflex circuit. Within this concept it is

possible to.balance the individual and social factors

very accurately and delicately

.Tho reflex circuit starts in the social environment.

Stimuli from the.social environment go through the indivi-

dual, from the xecept6r to the effector. Behavior is, then

modified by the att4ude of the social environmOntt the

resulting behavior processekby social factors, ))etomod

a further stimuls for the individual4 Stimuli-f'iam, the

social environment are transformed-by the individual and

returned to social environment*

If there is a disorder in any phase of reflex circuit,

then the passage of the stimuli is deformed or even tOall4
bloaked. In such a case the resulting reaction is eque0.1

deformed or blocked. It depends on which phase the reaex

cl.rcuit is disordered: bloaking in the Waal phases hgs

more far-reaching c.onsequences for the development of tIls

individual:bhan a disorder of the expressive or even perfor-

ming phaees.. ,It depends on the time when.the diborder

occurs, too4; there are more far-reaching consevences in an

early disorder, whidh afflicts an undeveloped functions

than in a disorder of fully developed function.

The causes oD "non-reaction to acoustic stimuli" may

existin,certain phaSes of the reflex circuitl

10 Social,. i0e0 the educatOnal environment does

notprovide adequate stimuli*, Too powerful or too frequent

stimuli cause inabitiono Acouttio simuli Whidh do nnt
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have biological meaning for a dhild gradually eltinguish,

i.e. the orientation reflex as biologically insignificant

is suppressed. A too weak stimulius remains below the level

of perception.

2. Receptive

a/ The acoustic analyser plays its role in analys-

ing sonds. The receptors .i e0 the esserOial hearing organ,

performs the.badic analysis a sounds. The crackling sounds

as phylogenetically older and .the tones and cimplex sounds

as phylogenetically younger are differenciated in Cortii

organ. disorder of the receptor results either in .

blocking i.e. in.deafness: or in deformation, ice. qualita-

tive change of perception; a special case iS schizacusis,

i.e..the inability to perdeive complicated sounds and

therefore.the.blodking of reaction in verbal communicatione

The neural tracts and lower centres to which belongs the

reticular-formation, halve functional importance for the

so-called non-specific perception and effective accent. A

disorder of this region probably causes a lowering of

acoustical sensibility. This is a case of listening

disorder.

The cortical area of the hearing analyser spalyses sound

qualities, especially timbre. In view of the fact that

the cortex centres are connected with the auditory recep-

tors on both sides, a lesion of the centre on on side only

can not result in deafness. Experiments with extt-irpa-

tion of corbical hearing analyser on both sides, according

to Pavlov, caused oniy temporary deafness, during which

tha orientation reflex to sounds maintainede Cortical hear-

ing disorders dont moan blodking but deformation of audi-

tory perception Auchsinger-ArnoldY.

b/ The conjunction of the'apoustic analyser with

the other analysers performs the analysis and synthesis

of acoustic stimuli. By means of sensomotor imitation

reflexes the organismus respondes to sound by producing

-------



sound /vocal/ reaction* Through the conditioning the

motor reactions te acoustiti 'stimuli are elicited*. .

Beuause of thit extremely wtde range of possibili-
ties for associative function among the anal7sers it is
difficul.t to find a localised lesion of a given function*

Imi4tion reflexes as a transient farm between lower and

higher nervous activity maI persist also in the case of

idiocyvconditioned reaction to sound is possible even
in the case of imbecility*

-0/ Aurit.jis.ci connected with other centres

perform the gnostig.function ieugnosia/s the recognition
of sounds, i0eo..perception, aOsociattoft 'and retention of

the complex of ideas associated with soma& Auditory

agnosia is a developmental disturbanco in the-perception

of meaningful sounds at all /imperception according to..

Jackson/0 In sudh a case the the performance of further
phases of the reflex circuit is blocked0..

3. To explain the central disorders of communica-
tion processes we ,accept.the threephase division of the

central processe /according to.the American authors -
Wepman, aones, Bodk, Pelt/0

keinakt recognition of the acoustic struc-

ture of words takes place, i0e0 decoding in the sense of

the theory of information* The disturbance in the recog-

nition of verbal sounds is called verbal agnosia, or word-
deafness° It is essentially the same as which Hardy calls

"a-ling" and Lurija "phonematic bearing"0 If this distur-

bance occurs during/after speechodeveloPment, complex of

symptoms responds tO sensor,T aphasia type Wernidke* The

lesion is localized in cortel'ef the dominant hemisphere*

b/ In the intlarAllat.210. understanding and

programming takes place This bahrto do with the speech

regions of the cortex of tha dominant hemisphere, integra-

ted in the brain stem /Penfield/0 Developmental disorder

of this function together with defect of the intellect

occurs in oligophrenia, a disorder acquired later in life



oocurs in dementia* Isolated disorder of this integrating

/symbolic, semantic/ function in communication is termed

total aphasia0

c/ in 1121.2mat corresponding reaction is formed

through so' called encoding, on Cnly fasis of programmed

formulae. In the avant of lesicn speech apraxia takes

place, symptomatologically equivalent to motor aphasia.

40 The emEtasive /motosLaut coordinates the

reaction.: .Ths blockade in the.motor areas or nervous

motor tracts makes the motor as well as speech reaction

impossible.,

50 Social factors influence the reactive behavior:

a/ attitude of social enviroment, i.e0 social

feed backl-may either strengthen or inhibit the reaction

according to thy principle of success or failure, including

the communicative reaction.

. b/ The reaction of the social milieu may mak*

childs manifestations msdified through neurotic phase-

-conditionso .Then the child reacts neither to speech

stimuli nor to'sounds at all under the condition of gene

ralized inhibition /ultraparadox: phase/..

The motives not to reflect the acoustic stimuli are

in the social as well as in individual factors or in

combination of both in various type and degree. Therefore

the.developmental or acquired disorder of the ability to

react to acoustic stimuli may be vaused in various manner

and manifested in various symptoms:

l. When there is no stimulation, the htg4lEAMIL4.

remains unde11ope4 or neglected* .

2. When'the fUnttion'of receptor is blocked, the child

does not hear, is deaf.

3. When the'auditory tracts are afflicted /in connection

to reticular formation/, the dhild can potentially

hear but does not list6n0
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40 When cortical auditory area is disturbed, the detarma-

tion gAggslasjollows.
5. When the analytico-synthetizing functioning of cortical

areas /analysers/ does not work, the sensomotor tmita47-

tion reflexes catnot be activated.

6. Auditory agnosia makes the child hearlrecoi
the source of souns; consenvently there is no need or

use to listen.

70 Wilen the ceutral areas of communication are disordered,

there is 20..4111.11y.k/evaluate the.pcoustic stimuli

and to understand the speech sounds; the.reactions to

acoustic stimuli are performed on the lower level of

the nervous activity-0

8. Blockade in the motor parts disables the response. The

"child can hear and understand but is not phystalable

to react.

9* Vben social and educational relations are defective,

the child is able to hear and listen as well as understand

but is inhibited in its reactlon to social communication.

It become); obvious that the examination of hearing

must be only a part of complex examination and long obser-

vation..
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PROSPECTUS OP PATTERNING

/The paper/

Ma field of education, challenged and accelerated

by the technological advances, has spent the last decade

analyzing and evaluating its status and its goals.0 .And

t4 Bruner /3/ we feel that ."Experience over the past decade

=the fast that our schools bay be wasting precious years

by postponing the teadhing of many.important subjects on

the.ground;that they 'are tgo 1Whald_nthe

proposition that thefoundation of any dubject may:be

taught_p0-m12212 atgal'age in some fore*. The basia _

Mtn th0 lie-at.the heart Of a11-science and mathematics,

.41ong.with the basic themes that gtve form to life and

11.terature are an simple as th...20 To be in

Simmand of.these beisitrideas and-themos-to'use thou Wee-
tively. requires_a continual deepening of one's under-

standing of..them, whiah comes frau learning to t.em in

progresively mars complex forms; .

It.is in this same spirit that we aro in Warsaw today

to*meet, to shareuto analyzeAind hIpefully.,,to find

answerso-Answers.,. which to us, as educators of hearing

handicapped ohildeen., are. vital ---vital because these

answers will affect the lives of hundreds of deaf children

around the world'0 .

. WO at 'St;Joseph Institute for the Deaf feel that we

have.found an tinswerwto one area of language; that The

Pattern, aadevelOped at St;, Joseph's truly ltoguistio;

-
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that it had been built en the analysis Of Os structure of

ianguagevand having etch a basis; provides:the child:at

a very edrly age with this underl$ing structure, enabling

him both. to understand language and to produce it with

greater ease, naturalness and correctness
..... The-Pattern /1/ came into being through listening,

tbrough7reading; and through analy*ing; for.ir listening

and izt 'reading and in ana1yzing9 a particular pattern on

which:English was.built and on which it is expanded became

'clear* Descriptive Linguist.l.cs now uses sudh terms as

Kernel Sentences, Imbedding; and _Transformations, to descri7

be what to a teacher's ears was an organization of language,

which could possibly be presented to the child in an organi-

zed.manner; It is the analysis of the manner'of presenting

this body of language to the child that makes The Pattern

the powerful todl.it is today.*

.In listening9 and.in reading children's texts9..six ,

baisic*patterns were revealedy- /eciz* wear your

coatarotgaLJEEL /e;gc; g0 dowatownh
/e.0gput it on the tableh /e40.-blit

waif help motheril and the last basic

pattern:, 7.1AW7ADM-Mir /e40 hand "me a pencil/0

Saying that these patterns were truly the basic patterns

of English; the command .form of the sentence seemed the

logical place to begin9 and it ia on this.form that The .

Pattern is developeao. Let's look for.a moment at eac4 of

thede-patternss

.The fivst9 / BWIJ79 0.1: using the Fitzgerald Key.

Symbol :izjigg::.-9 has numberless examples spdken in eVery-

day conversation:

Open the door*
Play ball*
Gec; a letter*

The second, 8

Go to the door*,
ad near John*

RS

Shut the window;
Erase the board*
Ride your bike*

Walk outside*
$1t over them*

Read you book; .

Erase the paper;
Qlap your hands*

Run down the hallo-
Climb up the ladder*

4r



The third basic patter:4.j= WA WIEJ too, has endless

exankples -sin .everyday conve2Satiout _ .

Open the'bodk to page-24. *PUt the chair near the wall.
Draw a man outside the door.

The fourth basic-pattern proves a very practical one:

ADJECTIVE 10 or using the Fitzgerald Xey Symbol
4

careful. Be good.. -Be attentive.

e WfiU, the fifth pattern has sudh examples as:

--=Help-mother. Ask father; Tell Jahn. Find'Mary0

Examiles for the-sixth. and last basic-vattern :=,--zittiA WHAT I

are: v..;
_.

rs:_Give Mary a pencil. Hand ne an eraser. Find the baby

n

0 a toy._

"-- Asyou lodk at these patternctwo of several reactions

aould-by yourst oneI they re so simple; and two, they're really .

not.new: Thews reactions would both be legitimate and actually

ik.is.in.its simplicity and its familiarity that The Pattern

possesses.its greatest value. Mor_the c#ildvtooi-eXperienc-

ce ease in learning; and responds positively to their famt-

liarpy.,.a familiarity built up by moans of repetition;s

easy, enjoyable, vtluabll repetiion. And this is as it

should be; fom as Doctor Bruner /3/ ptints out: -

no be.in-comaan4 of these basic ideas, to use them -

co. ^effectively, requires a continual deepening of one's

understanding of them that comes framlearning to use

hem in 'progressively mtre.complex forms." -

.The complexity of .the language developed with The
to

lattern is significantly greater.than t4at whidh a Very

young deaf child would ude. However, the input level of

the-dhild's language shou/d be; as agreed byeuthorities

/4/; at a greater level both in quality and quattity than

that.w4dh_is expeOedvat Zirst, to be expressed 14.him;

If we agree with linguists, /V; that La:J.1d absorbs -

language; analyzes.its structure, and subsequently genera

tes ours task so educatora and teachers nmst be

#o.adiure the input be that of maximum quality and

quantity.-
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- . Listening further; we realize that these basic patterns,

in conjuction with supplementary patterns; develop into

easys conversational language.-- useful, natural and flowing.

May I 'rsea=r9E70501

I like.to LEgada bodk*,1

It's fun tlIP.

I don't care tOLgitad a book,

Let me

Shall I

read a book

.
Do you like to 717071.1"66E71

Isn't it good
to

I hope I can

The paper itself does* not permit further expansion cf the

supplementary patterns; though an appendix is added'. - -

Needless'.to.sa7; they are endless; as .en41600 as the teacher's

awareness of the.patterning which exists In."&th our oral and

written language._

_ To analyze languages and. to see its structure, was but

half the task'. The second part; and for practical pUrposes

tiqo more.valuable, was that Of:helping the child to learn

this structure and to generate language.accordingly.

.1 Working on the philosophy of maximum.input, our._

ohildrens the very youngest, were bombarded with language,

mu6h of.it being in the imperative form'. _Realizing that

communication demands response, the children were taught to

respond appropriately to such commands as "Go to lunch-0.7

with "All rights Sister. "Be carefuL!' *ith.."I

thus prOviding the basic foe' "I will be careful" "Don't

run in the hall:." with "I woftet..7 to become "I won't

run in the hall.." . .

Sinple declarative sentences, both for receptive and

expressive language were provided in abundance; Sentences

sudh ass

read a boo



tvlay doflsollike to

want to

5
LLP

,

John wants to rg-IEWEEWI

it's fun to

I know how to r'SarerIZE771
forgot.to EIE5E74.373707

i have to Llp to tilajgglata

provided the_children with language for self-expression of
their everyday exberiences and needs., .

. It'is important to remember that the ratio of receptive

lauguege pc expressive language is alwa7s greater for recep-
tion!, and, as the child was being fed linguage, his output

was ofaess magnitudeo Critical to us as educators, though,

is a full realization of the importance of providing the

ch4d.4th. multiple perfect patterns of language in many .

situations, before this is demanded in return. -Our failure

perhaps, rests in.providing too few and too imperfect

pa'Oterns of language, den7ing the dhild his basis for

growth-0

_Keeping this in mind, language shows a progression

of_developmento Prom simple sentences,the_child grows.into

more-complex language-0 -The.Pattern; as I will_illustrate;

provides the.structure of eVery tVe of Sentences

Simple sentence

can-

Complex sentence

-1 -cant.r_c.j, which is written in German.
Compound sentence

aanatt 0 but I can't

Complex-Compound

eatalfingigig:2, but I can't re d a nese

because the'cbaracters are a* strange

Gerund used as a subject

retirrarate is an exmellent pastime.

-
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Gerund used as.object of a preposition
. I gain invklh from

Gerund used as a predicate nominative
My hobby -is adtn

Gerund used.as a direct object
I enjoy

Infinitive used as a subject
*. To .76.3=, is relaxing
Infinitive- utOe'd as 'a predicate nominative-

My favorite,pastime is to read books I'
Infinitive used as direct object

. I like _to read boiTa'
Infinitive used as* object of a preposition

I was about to rFeTtri.........ew opr"
Infinitive used as an adjective

I have many books to r Tar
Infinitive used as an adverb .

I went to the library to I read my boolt(
Noun clause ulied as a-subject_

That. X like to itrZt . _ 1 .ia -twee"-,
Noun 4ause used as a predibate nominative _

. The truth is .tbat I like to rread biroM
Noun clause used as direct object

I know that John.likes to MIESZEir
Noun clause used in apposition

It is true that I like to treaCIZTEr
.Workton quesationsv which challenges every teacher

of _deaf --chi4.dreno is made vite simple end logical when
taught in TI__LeZajalvag,



When will

How will /1"1"4h-T-17

Where ill '

SO!FO 6* will ;), rilr,==
*helm will

What will

What kind of

sWhen does* 11241_2_1

}tow does

Where does -"

Whil_does Why do

7

then did

Row,did,

Where did

Why did

Whase did

WhoR did 44'

What did

What kind, of die",

,

Whfn d.o

}low do 4Y' 71.17.MI.M

Where do -(1 -fti tr..

Whose does " Those

Whom does 1:=*4"7"-1 Whom

'What does -"sl. What
ct

What kind or, does what 'kind of do 7-

Indirect discourse, too, can.be made more simple and
logical-when presented in this method;

Mary told me to
Mary told me not +.!

John asked me if I wo4d
John asked me if bs should
John. asked me if he c©uld
Jim told me that he would
Jim told me that he-Could
Jim told me that I should 1



2121111I109 as it has been used and developed over
.

the years at St* Josepir Institute for the Deaf9 has provided

a means of growth.in our.nhildrenps languaie -- in its

flueucy-9 in its raturalness.9: and in its complexity() The

sources of the material for The Pattern are many8 the

language outline9 the zeader9 and all its new vocabulary

and textbooks9 as the child begins to use them;

The real value of The Pattern is grasped only when it

is used() For in using it9 it is similar to a manysided

jewel -- the more one turns it9 the more its beauty is seen,

the TaDra oneholds it in the light0ho more its eotrets

are revealedo The Plttern to us has proven a treasure9 a

hidden treasure9 to be unloaked by each teacher with each

class of childreno It is our strong bclief that "13lessed

are the children who are provided wIth this stimulating9

organized9 generating9 approach to language, they shall

possess richness indeddl"0
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- _The Appapj,....,ix twill show, I believe ,. the great richEis
of language 'which:The Pattern holdsc;

Aware that these concepts, to be fully grasped,
need to be accompanied by visual aids, transparencies of
the patterns would accompany the presentation of the pzper0

W.:74a_AT ;;44ritZt....4 -, '4 444

a
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APPENDIX

May X tr71 Please?

/ Can _r 6

I can't

I forgot to_

I didn't forget to

Did you

Shall/

I might

Iet's

I want to

Care

I don't want to L. 10

I wou1d.like to

I didn't_

Be careftill not to IMOOMMINI

Be careful to

It's time to

131111111111.11

Hurry and ILLL1..

I'm finished

I must not

1101111111M

I'm too busy tO

Tau told me to

promised to

Leb"r not

Let's not forge0 to

Please remember to

Help *

0111111111111

o

1131111111111111

( X
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I must 15

told me not to

9.pleese help g 0

I'd be happy to

Would you like for me to

I wish I could
r

rants to

I don't know how to

doesn't know bow to

I like to

I don't like to 0

Do you want to rt7------t?

I know bow to

It's fun to I= io

Do you like to*

Does 4.= like to 7 ?

11311111111111111.

Are we going to

Do I have to

has to

I haw to

I hope I can

rlizamoimormaweamateil,

111=IIICINswiemniaM;Izeil

0

0

le always r--s= after s'obools;

It's lots of fun to

I would like to help =7=

i.like to Ii7=17.71 everiday

Ily.family likes to

I hope A le6 me r7remmo

0
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went where to ',7.7.772

Maybe -2 can

Ask to

began to

Please

ruammuraimmuilormil
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The year 1967 marks the 100th year since oralism began

in the United States, with the founding of the Clarke School

for the Deaf and the Lexington School for the Deaf. There.;

fore, it ia Darticularly appropriate to examine how oral

education has influenced the adjustment of a group of oral

deaf prople to the world in which they live. The discernible

integration of these particular oral deaf persons into

society will be reviewed from the sociological and psycholo-

gical standpoint rather than from the more common education-

al standpoint. The latter approach has often degenerated

into battle of methods which has shed little light on the

ultimate objective of the education of a deaf child; namely,

his successful performance as an adult in the society in

which he finds himself.

The unique group of oral deaf adults, taken as the basis

for these empirical observations, is not large in numbers.

However, the members of the group are intelligent, artiCulate,

and have diplayed little hesitancy in talking about their

attitudes and experiences. Thus they represent a sample that

is interestin6, candid, and available for observation under

such sociological concepts of deviance, stigma, marginality,

family structure, and social environment, all of which have

been of concern to the sociologist interested in
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rehabilitat n recent years. 1

The Oral Deaf Adults Section

The A. xai et Graham Bell Associatibn for the Deaf was
organized .n 1890 by Mr. Bell to,act as:an_international_

informatio center on deafness and to promote the teaching

of speech and . preading to the deafi:In,1963Asmallgroup

of oral deaf . mbers of the Dell Association petitioned

the Board of ,re tors to officially recognize them as

deaf adults carried their oral philosophy and habits

into their adu t life. The Board responded favorably and

in 1964 at Salt Lake City, Utah, the Oral Deaf Adults Sec-

tion (ODAS) of the Alexander Graham Bell Association for

the Deaf was f unded. Its membership today consists of

approximatelj 175 eaf people over the age,of 21, all of

Nhom cdnsistently use, and prefer to use, speech and

lipreading for communication with both hearing .and other

deaf people. Furthermore, by their membership n ODAS,

they have declared their willingness to actively promote

oral education by speaking to parents, teachers, and deaf

youngsters, either i. groups or individually.

Deviance

If deviance, or "variance" as some would prefer to
call 2

denotes abnormal behavior that calls attention

to an individual, then the typical oral deaf adult might

be said to abhor dev ance. His enpearanee of normality

among tht.)se who can lear is very important and, while

few deaf adults would deny the fact of their deafness, most

hold ollt their oral skills, however imperfect, as a
measure cf. their . ormality. Some have gone 80 far as to

say their deafness is not a handicap but an inconvenience,

and thus they tend t relegate it to the same category
1

Sussman, Marvin,B. "Sociological Theory and Deafness:
Problems and Prospects; ASHA, 8, No. 8, 1966, p. 303

2
Lisensky, Robert P. =The Family and the Deaf Child",
Volta Reviewt 8, No. 9
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as chronic backache.

The speaking and 1 preading deaf adult, even at his

very best, is rarely able to conduct a conversation with

a hearing person without some request for repeating

either on his part or on the part of the person with

whom he is .speaking. Wi.thin a family where there has been

close association for years, the need for repetition is

considerably less. There are many ODAS members whose

speech is difficult to understand under the best of cir-

cumstances. But this is deviance of a primary nature,

tolerated by the deaf person hitself because it does not

prevent his interaction with others. Likewise it is tole-

rated by the society in which he is functioning, though

hearing people may be embarrassed while getting accustomed

to the speech patterns of the deaf. In many instance,

hpwever, his speech would be considered no more deviant

than that of a visitor who speaks a foreign language and

must be helped at times by repetition or rephrasing.

Secondary deviance to which the oral deaf adult objeets

most stronghly is that characterized by deaf people who use

manual communication; 10e0 9 fingerspelling or signs. There

is no question that this deftation from the normal means

of communication, as evidenced by hand motions accompanying

facial grimaces9 is highly visible; and the user is penalized

by society. ODAS members have been willing to accept

overhead projection of speeches at conventions because

this is a socially accepted way of helping them. Many hearing

people in an audience takeadvantage of the overhead projec-

tion9 too. But manual interpreters on the platform have

been rejected by ODAS as unnegessary and unwanted.

The oral deaf adult is proud of his communication

skills. A few can even boast of the fact that sometimes others

do not know they are deaf. "I talked to a man beside me

on the place for 15 minutes before he learned that I was

deaf9" remarked one oral deaf adult whose deviant speech
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was concealed by the noise of the engines aild Qhose skill

at lipreading probably gave him a distinct 4dvantage over

his hearing acquaintance.

This sense of pride in being non-deviant, at least

at the secondary level, therefore, is a highly significant

characteristic of the Oral Deaf Adults Section member-

ship, It tends to help his adjustment with the hearing

because he tries very *hard to protect this pride. On the

other hand, this pride acts to impede, if not prevent,

confortable associations with manual deaf people.

Stigma

The same stigma that tends to follow the non-oral deaf

adult as a result of his manual cowmunication does not

attach to the oral deaf adult. The strong negative attitude

of the normally hearing toward the manual deaf person

which often results is unconfortableness, if not fear,

may be avoided by the speaking and lipreading deaf adult

even though his oral skills may be far from perfect. At

least he tries to communicate with the hearing, using the

means that they use. Thus he .avoidsthe stigma that is

immediately aroused by his manual deaf counterparts

when they must resort to making gestures that are foreign

to the normal hearing person, or to using,a paper and

pencil.

The effort to avoid the social Stigma of deafness

is started early in the life of the oral deaf person. His

parents, hi9 teachers, and even his deaf friends have

probably imbued in him the feeling that if he works hard

at lipreading, speech and auditory training he will

completely avoid the stigma of deafness. If he has been

in a special school for the deaf, the fallacy of this

may not hit him until he leaves that school for secondary

education or for the world of work. If he has gone to a

day class, or if he has had a great deal of contact with
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hearing peers, he will have learned that even oral deaf

people are different from hearing people. To this child

may ue better prepared for the less significantT but

nonetheless real, stigma resulting from a severe hearing

loss. By growing up with it his adjustment to the negative

attitudes of society seems to be greater.

Almost all of the oral deaf adults were deaf at birth

or lost their hearing before they had developed language

and speech. Thus it can be said that they have never been

truly a part of the hearing world as could be said of an

adventitiously deaf person. On the other hand, the deaf

person who has been kept in an oral environment from

infancy has never really been out of the world of the hear

ing as might be said of a deaf person who had attended a

large state instruction for the deaf yhere there were deaf

teachers and deaf house parents as well as other deaf

children.

Many of the oral deaf adults attended reaide/Aial schools

for the deaf, though these were denerally private oral schools

which did not engage deaf teachers or deaf house parents and

would not tolerate the use of fingerspelling or signs by

the students, even on th.: playground. Upon complet,on of the

eighth or ninth grade, they transferred to junior or senior

high schools for tho heartng and completed their education

there9 often being the only students with a severe hearing

loss. At no later than midadolescence, therefore, all,of the

oral deaf adults were integrated with hearing youngsters of

approximately their own ade and in a normal school milieu.

These children knew they were deaf, they had been a erted

to at least some of the problems expected in a hearing school

and how to attack them; and they were as well prepared as

mos-: adolescents for the frustration and confusion that

accompanies puberty.
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A' of th AS member who went on for post high

shool education went to hearing institutions. Integration

at smaller colleges seemed easier for many, though a few

claim the large universities offred more opportuniticd

for academic and social flexibility.

The Oral deaf adult is not welcome generally in the

society of the manual deaf unless he is willing to conform;

that is, uhless he is willing to forego his insistence

on speaking and lipreading and resort to fingerspelling

and signs. The oral student who attends Gallaudet College,

the world's only college exclusively for the deaf, tends

to e ostracized. He is considered a "snob" until he learns

and is ready to use manual language with his fellow

students, Strangely enough, ths is a turnabout world where

the very skills which the oral deaf student has worked so

hard to perfect, before comin6 to Gallaudet, become a

stigma in the largely deaf community in which he suddenly

finds h In this circumstance. as in that involving

deaf so..ial clubs, the oral deaf person is much less

comfort.ble than in association with hearimg people.

Th leaders of the Oral Deaf Adults bection have received

many strong overtures to "join the crowdl. Because of their

eviden ase of communication with the hearing, their

intel1. nee, and their aggressivenes , they are eagerly

sought for positions of leadership by the associations

of the ..anual deaf. While the leaders of the ODAS have

resisted hese Overtures, some well-equipped oral deaf

persons .ve, over the years, accepted the invitation ,o

take ove imsitions of leadership in the large organi7a-

tions of the manual deaf. Probably the phychological problems

oi self i entification and emoticnal wellbeing have been

reduced y taking such an Overt step into the deaf world.

Their oral skills have evidently qualified th m to be

leaders of others whose skill. in communic tion and whose

,provinci 1 attitudes have p evented them from leading

their peers.
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Family Structure

Very few of these oral deaf adults came upon 4q1eir oral

skills without help. In most cases their dedication and

skills in oral communication were stimulated by some

guiding adult who was determined that they must be taught

to communicate thvough speech and lipreading. Most pften

it was a "non-acccaating" mother. ksychologists encourage

parents to accept the fact of their child's deafness, but this

can extend over into an attitude of resignation. Parynts

of ODAS members consciously rejected the historic image

of the manual deaf and would accept nothing less than a

speaking and lipreading child. To this extent, "4he "non-

accepting" parents were greater contributors to their

child's success than, those who accepted the limitations

so often cited even by educators in the field,

A mother's sympathetic, but practical, attitude can

contribute to the oral deaf child's successful adjustment, .

but it can smother him also. Some mother's have been unable

to "let 64 of their orally trained shild even when he or

she become an adult. The years of responsibility for main-

taining a /anguage-conscious family life, and of insisting

on proper speech, can convince a mother that her child

cannot function without her guiding hand. Thus the orally-

oriented, conscientious mother, who may have given "the .

beat 20 years of her life" to preparing her child for aduli-

hood, is not prepared to release the child to experience that

adulthood. She may still answer questions for him, write

letters of application for him and even accompany him to

interviews.

Oral deaf adults have sometimes complained of the same

maternalism by their teachers. "She still talks to me like

I were 7 years old", said one 40-years-old businessman aftc:c

meeting one of his elementary school teachers.
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Perhaps it is in an effort to demonstrate to his

mother and teachers a capacity to think and act indepen-

dently that so many oral deaf adults appear egotistic.

Social Movement

While some of the oral deaf adults would deny the

need to take advantage of rehabilitation services offered

by state and local agencies, others have accepted such

help gratefully. Particularly in obtaining financial sup-

port to pursue higher education, the oral student has

not hesitated to accept loans or outright gifts for

tuition and living expenses in order to get a college

education or a marketable skill. An element of resistence

has arisen, however, when the rehabilitational agency

has insisted on approaching the oral client as though he

were non-oral. "The practices of some rehabilitational

agencies perpetuate social dependency."3 By talking down

to the client, by addressing him in signs rather than

trying to speak to him, by automatically limiting the

horizons for job placement the rehabilitational counselor

c.an alienate a reasonably self-confident oral deaf person

to the point where he refuses to consider seeking

assistance.

Where the rehabilitational counsellor himself is

deaf, there may even be a sub rosa conflict between the

client and counselor.

The oral deaf adults have sought careers in direct

proportion to their innate talents and their training.

Of the 175 members a very few are teachers of.the deaf,

a caree that is very Common among the capable manual

deaf. I am sure it is not because a career in teaching

has n t been considered, particularly since it is well

Acnwn .hat many graduates of Gallaudet College find

3 Op. t. Sussman,
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careers in teaching at the upper school level in the state

schools for the deaf. Rather I believe it is because a

reflection on the insights, vocabulary and attitudes which

they had gained from their own hearing teachers has convinced

ODAS members that only those with normal hearing and speech

should teach the deaf.

Some ODAS members , however, are providing counseling

service to deaf children and adults. In these professions

(i.e., psychology or rehabilitation), however, they are not

responsible for academic or communication instruction.

Other careers represented include chemistry, engineer-

ing, architecture, art, biology, photography, sculpture,

library science, dentistry, Computer science, and astronomy.

4.ere is no question that, in addition to their academic

preparation, the ability to communicate orally has been

important. First in getting an education at an accredited

educational instituion for the hearing, then in getting a

job and in advancing in their jobq the capacity to speak

and to lipread has been vital. Verbal abilities continue

to be tecognized as an important factor in the improvement

of emplyment conditions of the deaf.
4

The oral deaf adults have participated to an average

extent in community affairs. Members belong to service clubs

like Rotary and Kiwanis, take jobs in the United Fund Drives,

accept responsible positions in church organizations, and

fill officers'chairs in professional organizations. Some

have written for learned journals in their field of specia-

lity, and many have authored articles of an inspirational

nature for non-professional publications.

A few outstanding oral deaf adults have actually been

able to join the Toastmasters Club, an organization dedicated

to helping its members become more effective public speakers.

4 Kronenberg, H.H. and Blake, Gary D. "A Study of the Occupa-

tional Status of the Young Adult Deaf of the Southwet"
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Conclusion

These observations, while based upon a relatively

small group of oral deaf people, establish first and

foremost that there ARE deaf adults who can and do commu-

nicate successfully with the hearing world through the medium

of speech and lipreading. Furthermore, welthave shown that

they are well enough trained and well enough adjusted

that they have been able to move into professional

positions and compete successfully in out highly competitive

society. On the other hand their adjustment is not uniformly

successful, any more so than would be said of a similar group

of people without a hearing deficit.

The fact of their deafness has been accepted by the

oral deaf adults, if not always by their parents. They are

proud that they have oral skills, however imperfect, and

they are convinced that all deaf youngsters should be

encouraged to communicate and be taugh throughispeech,

lipreading and auditory training.

The Oral Deaf Adults Section of the Alexander Graham

Bell Associat*.on for the Deaf is a service organization,

nolt a social one. Its membezs have adjusted to their hearing

loss in spite of the stigma, the variant behavior, the social

problems with the manual deaf, and the other problems that"

have accompan:ed their road to independence.


